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ABSTRACT

Recent studies [3] [2] suggest that associative browsing can
be beneficial for personal information access. Associative
browsing is intuitive for the user and complements other
methods of accessing personal information, such as keyword
search. In our previous work [9], we proposed an associative
browsing model of personal information in which users can
navigate through the space of documents and concepts (e.g.,
person names, events, etc.). Our approach differs from other
systems in that it presented a ranked list of associations by
combining multiple measures of similarity, whose weights are
improved based on click feedback from the user.

In this paper, we evaluate the associative browsing model
we proposed in the context of known-item finding task. We
performed game-based user studies as well as a small scale
instrumentation study using a prototype system that helped
us to collect a large amount of usage data from the par-
ticipants. Our evaluation results show that the associative
browsing model can play an important role in known-item
finding. We also found that the system can learn to improve
suggestions for browsing with a small amount of click data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Associative browsing, the process of going through per-

sonal information by following a chain of associations, has
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several benefits. First of all, studies in cognitive psychol-
ogy [5] [15] suggest that people remember facts primarily by
associations, which explains the intuitive appeal of associa-
tive browsing. Also, Teevan et al. [14] suggest that many
people tend to find information by a series of small steps
(orienteering) instead of using keyword search.

Recently [9], we proposed a conceptual model of asso-
ciative browsing for personal information. When keyword
search fails to bring the desired item into the top results, a
user can try browsing to the item by clicking on a result and
following associations between that and other items. These
associations are calculated based on various features, which
are combined to create a ranking of associated items. This
ranked list of items are presented to the user and the click
from the user is used as a feedback to improve the weighting
between features. The work improved on previously sug-
gested models of associative browsing [3] [2] in that we pro-
posed using more general measures of association (e.g. tex-
tual similarity and co-occurrence), and that we introduced
the idea of click-based training of the feature weights.

In this paper, we introduce a learning framework for rank-
ing suggestions for browsing, and evaluate the associative
browsing model in the context of known-item finding, which
is the most common task in personal information access [6].
The known-item finding task also has a well-defined struc-
ture with a concrete target item, which allowed us to use a
novel evaluation method.

Specifically, we performed a game-based user study in
which participants were asked to find a set of target docu-
ments by combining keyword search and associative brows-
ing. The study shows that the participants often choose to
use associative browsing. It also reveals insights on their
known-item finding behavior.

Using the click data collected during the user study, we
show that it is beneficial to combine many similarity mea-
sures for ranking browsing suggestions, and that the sys-
tem can improve the quality of the ranked list with a small
amount of click data. Moreover, the analysis of user’s behav-
ior during a game-based user study shows that people choose
to use browsing when search results are only marginally sat-
isfactory.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we provide an overview of related work (§2). Then
we introduce the associative browsing model (§3) and the
learning method for ranking browsing suggestions (§4), fol-
lowed by the evaluation methods based on game-based user
study (§5). Finally, we present experimental results(§6).





4.1 Features
The following subsections describe the features we used to

rank suggestions for browsing. Note that some of features
are applicable only for the ranking of concepts or documents.
If that is the case, then the text in brackets after the name
of the feature will reflect that.

4.1.1 Term Vector Similarity

We can create a term vector for each item based on the
text in the title or content fields. Since many concepts do not
have any text in their content fields, we use the documents in
which the concepts occur. The term vector similarity score
of two items is just the cosine similarity of the corresponding
term vectors.

4.1.2 Tag Overlap

Since concepts and documents have tags associated with
them, we can consider two items with common tags to be
similar. Given two vectors of tags, we compute the tag over-
lap score using the cosine similarity.

4.1.3 Temporal similarity

Intuitively, two items are deemed to be close to one an-
other if the system indexes them or if the user creates them
within a short period of time. Therefore, the closer the
creation of two items is in time, the higher their temporal
similarity score. We got the feature value by taking the
reciprocal of the difference in creation time (in seconds).

4.1.4 String Similarity (concept)

We compute the string-level similarity by dividing the
Levenshtein distance between the titles of two concepts by
the square root of the product of the title lengths as follows:

4.1.5 Co-occurrence (concept)

This feature counts how many times each concept pair
occurs together in the collection’s documents. It captures
the semantic distance between two concepts. This metric is
available only for the calculation of concept similarity.

4.1.6 Occurrence (concept)

This feature counts the number of times a concept has
occurred in the document collection in log scale. Although
all the other features measure some kind of similarity, this
metric is intended to capture the popularity of a concept,
since such concepts are likely to be clicked by a user.

4.1.7 Topical Similarity (document)

This feature relies on the topic model Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [1]. LDA is a hierarchical Bayesian model,
which allows us to model a text document as a mixture of
topics. To measure the similarity between two documents,
we calculate the cosine similarity between the distribution
of topics associated with each document. This is similar to
computing the similarity of term vectors, except that each
document is mapped to a vector of latent topics instead of
terms.

4.1.8 Path / Type Similarity (document)

Since each document has a URI, we can compute a similar-
ity score between two documents based on the path. Specif-
ically, we calculate the similarity between two path strings
by counting the word-level overlaps from the beginning of

the path, normalized by the number of words. Also, since
each document has a type (e.g., email, pdf, etc.), we devel-
oped a binary feature based on whether two documents are
of the same type.

4.1.9 Concept Overlap (document)

This feature is similar to tag overlap in that it considers
two documents with common concepts to be similar. Un-
like tags, since we can measure the strength of association
between any two concepts, we can use it to measure the
similarity between documents. In other words, even if two
documents are linked to different sets of concepts, we can
consider them to be similar if the concepts that each of them
has are strongly associated.

4.2 Learning Feature Weights
One key step of our system is learning the weight of each

feature. We examined two algorithms – iterative grid search
and RankSVM [7]. The two learning methods used here
have different characteristics. As far as the objective func-
tion is concerned, grid search simply finds the set of param-
eters that maximizes the target metric, whereas the goal
of RankSVM is to predict the pairwise preference relation
with highest accuracy. There is another aspect in which the
two methods differ. While grid search uses each click as
a relevance judgment, RankSVM interprets each click as a
pairwise preference. We investigate the performance of the
two learning methods in Section 6.1.

5. GAME-BASED EVALUATION METHOD
The method we employed for our evaluation is a game-

based user study where we asked people to perform known-
item finding tasks using both search and browsing capabil-
ities. Using the data from the user study, we analyze the
user’s behavior in finding known-items, and evaluate the al-
gorithms for ranking suggestions for browsing.

We call this a game because participants were compet-
ing against one another for how well they find known items.
In addition to providing usage data in a controlled environ-
ment, this game-based evaluation method has advantages
in terms of reusability—the whole collection and usage logs
can be made public without privacy concerns.

Now we describe the design of the game-based user study.
From the player’s perspective, the purpose of the game is
to find a target document by combining keyword search and
associative browsing. We use the term ‘session’ to denote
the process of finding each target document, and each game
is composed of 10 sessions.

The sequence of interaction for each session, and the cor-
responding user interface is shown in Figures 2 and 3. As a
starting point, the system shows two candidate documents
to the users for a certain period of time, and then randomly
chooses one target document. The user then combines key-
word search and associative browsing to find the item. Each
keyword query or click on the ranked list is considered a trial,
and users are given 10 trials for each session. The score is
determined by the rank position of each target document in
the final rank list — the higher the position, the higher the
score.

The rationale behind showing multiple target documents
is to simulate the state of vague memory for the target doc-
ument. For instance, if the user is shown an email and a
webpage in a row and then asked to find it, he or she might



get confused about the content of two documents. We as-
sumed that this kind of confusion would be similar to the
memory of a typical known-item searcher. We leave it as a
future work to verify whether this kind of trick realistically
simulates the state of memory for known-item finders.

Find It!                   

Target Item

Randomly pick one 

target document

Generate a ranked list 

for search & browsing

Randomly choose two 

candidate documents

UserSystem Interface

Skim though documents

(15 seconds each)

Use search & browsing 

to find the document

Figure 2: The sequence of interaction for each ses-
sion during a game.

We ran two rounds of user studies with slightly different
settings. In the first round, users were asked to find the tar-
get document using only keyword search of documents and
associative browsing between documents. In other words,
they did not have access to the concept space. In the second
round, concepts were available for searching and browsing,
thereby providing a full access to the model. We chose this
two-stage design to evaluate the role of each system compo-
nent and to help users gradually familiarize themselves with
the system.

6. EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section we present the evaluation results. We used

three document collections to evaluate the system. The first
two collections are based on a preliminary study we did with
two users, and we used the click data from these collections
for training and evaluating ranking methods for browsing
suggestions. We built the third collection, and used it to
run the game-based user study. We describe the details of
the collections below.

For creating the first and the second collections, two stu-
dent volunteers in our department, Person 1 and Person 2,
deployed the system in their machine and used it over the
period of two weeks. They were encouraged to use the sys-
tem for everyday information access tasks. The former con-
tains 8,841 documents and 368 concepts and the latter con-
tains 9,441 documents and 945 concepts. Both collections
are mostly composed of emails, webpages they visited and
desktop files.

As for concepts and tags, users created them as they use
the system. No specific task was given to them, except that
they were encouraged to use the system for their informa-
tion access. At the end of data collection period, Person
1 clicked 145 times on the ranked list of concepts and 58

Figure 3: Game user interface. Top: a target doc-
ument is being shown along with related concepts.
Bottom: the user interface for finding a target doc-
ument by searching and browsing.

Table 1: Number of documents, concepts, and clicks
in the case of document similarity and concept sim-
ilarity experiments for each of the collections we
used.

#Items #Clicks
Document Concept Document Concept

Person 1 8841 368 58 129
Person 2 9411 945 204 196
CS/Top1 7984 650 145 42
CS/Top5 ” ” 309 220

times on the ranked list of documents. Person 2 had 196
clicks and 204 clicks on concepts and documents, respec-
tively. We also found that only Person 2 actively created
tags (56 unique tags created in total), whereas Person 1 cre-
ated only a handful of tags.

The third dataset (called CS collection) contains public
emails, webpages, publications and lectures crawled from the
computer science department website of the authors. As for
concepts, we selected the names and terms related to the
computer science department and the domain of computer
science in general — the name of people, lab and confer-
ences. We also created 42 tags and assigned to each item,
mostly based on its categorical information (e.g., ‘student’,
‘professor’ and ‘staff’ for person names).

The CS collection was created as a reasonable simulation
of personal information, since we experimented with partic-
ipants from our department, who had some knowledge of
these documents and concepts. This collection is composed
of 7,984 documents and 650 concepts.

We had 30 participants for the game-based user study
within our department, who were mostly graduate students.
They played 53 games in total, although some of the games



were not completed (less than 10 sessions were recorded).
Regarding click data, since most people contributed only
a few clicks, we used the data from a user with the high-
est number of clicks (CS/Top1). To find the effectiveness
of ranking when the click data pooled from many people,
we also experimented with the aggregate data from the five
users with most clicks (CS/Top5). The number of items and
clicks are summarized in Table 1.

For learning methods, we used our own implementation of
Iterative Grid Search and SVMrank [7], which is a popular
implementation of RankSVM. To facilitate the training of
SVMrank, each feature value was scaled to values that were
approximately between 0 and 1. We also used 10-fold cross
validation for training feature weights and evaluating the
system.

In order to measure retrieval performance, we used the
mean reciprocal rank (MRR), which is the average of the
reciprocal of click positions. We also used clicks as relevance
judgments, because the goal of the ranking is to show the
items that the user is likely to click on the top. In other
words, we wanted the ranking to adapt to user’s subjective
notion of relevance. In what follows, we first describe the
results on the quality of the suggestions generated by the
learning framework. We then present the analysis of users’
behavior in known-item finding.

6.1 Evaluating Suggestions for Browsing
We present the evaluation results on the quality of brows-

ing suggestions, with the goal of evaluating the effective-
ness of click-based feature combination as well as individ-
ual feature. We compared the performance obtained when
each feature was used by itself and when three combina-
tion methods were used—feature values with equal weights
(Uniform), weights obtained with grid search (Grid) and
with RankSVM (SVM ), respectively. Note also that title

and content are term vector similarity features, and the title
and the content field was used for constructing term vectors,
respectively.

Table 2 shows the concept ranking results for each fea-
ture and combination method. Regarding the single-feature
results, different features turned out to be the most effec-
tive ones for each collection. Specifically, we found that
co-occurrence is the most effective feature in Person 1’s and
Person 2’s collection, while occurrence and tag was the best
in CS/Top5 and CS/Top1, respectively. From this we can
conclude that there exists a considerable variation in the
value of each feature depending on the collection and the
click behavior.

Among the combination methods, RankSVM performed
the best for all collections except for Person 2’s, where Grid
Search performed the best. Another observation is that even
the naive uniform combination of features produced better
results than any of the ones obtained by using a feature
by itself. In summary, different features perform the best
for each collection, yet combination results are consistently
better than singe-feature results. These results imply that
feature combination is beneficial for ranking concepts for
browsing.

As far as the document ranking task is concerned, Ta-
ble 3 shows a slightly different trend. Term vector similar-
ity using the content field is far more important than any
other features in the case of Person 1 and Person 2. This
makes intuitive sense because documents typically contain

more textual content. This results in more accurate term
vectors and subsequently better term vector similarity esti-
mates. The best feature for the CS collection was the topic

similarity.
In the case of combination methods, grid search performed

better than any feature used by itself, while RankSVM was
not as effective as it was in concept ranking. Although
the performance margin between combination and single-
features methods is small, given that it is hard to know
which feature would work best a priori, we can conclude
that feature combination should be used here as well.

For both concept and document ranking tasks, another
observation is that using the click data from one user (CS/Top1)
showed better performance than the one we obtained using
the click data from the top five users. Since more click data
usually leads to better performance, this unexpected drop
in ranking quality seems to suggest that learning from the
data of each user is important for improving performance.
We investigate this point in the following subsection.

6.2 Analyzing How Users Find Known-items
Here we analyze user’s behavior in known-item finding us-

ing the data from the game-based user study. As described
in Section 5, we performed two rounds of game-style user
studies in which participants were asked to find a set of ran-
domly chosen target documents using the game interface.
While each session had to be initiated by keyword search,
participants had an option of browsing by clicking on a doc-
ument in ranked list.

We first focus on the role of browsing in known-item find-
ing by analyzing the portion of sessions where browsing was
used, and how much of them was successful (target docu-
ment found at Top 10). Table 4 presents the results. We
have 290 sessions from Round 1 and 142 sessions from Round
2. The percentage of sessions during which users chose to
browse as well as search is 14.5% (or 42 sessions) for Round
1 and 30.2% (or 43 sessions) for Round 2.

Although the percentage of sessions with browsing was
not as high as was expected, since we envisioned the brows-
ing as a complementary method to keyword search, what
seems more important is the portion of success with brows-
ing. Furthermore, the fact that we have more browsing in
the second round seems to suggest that the concept space
provided further motivation for browsing.

Table 4: The ratio of the sessions where users chose
to use browsing, and the choice of browsing led to
success.

Round Total Browsing Successful
used

1st 290 42 (14.5%) 15 (35.7%)
2nd 142 43 (30.2%) 32 (74.4%)

Let’s look at the success ratio of the sessions with brows-
ing. Out of the 42 sessions in Round 1 involving both
searching and browsing, 35.7% (or 15 sessions) of them were
successful, i.e., the user found the required document. For
Round 2, this percentage is 74.4 (or 32 sessions). Given
that users turn to browsing only when initial search is not
successful, this success rate can be considered moderately
high.

Also, the higher successful rate in the second round can
be attributed to the presence of the concept layer. In fact,
many users commented that they could find the target doc-
ument using the concept as an intermediate step. Another



Table 2: Concept ranking performance (MRR) for the single-feature and combination methods. 10-fold
cross-validation was used for grid search and RankSVM (SVM).

Collection title content tag time string cooc occur Uniform Grid SVM
Person 1 0.097 0.229 0.194 0.136 0.136 0.241 0.151 0.243 0.236 0.277
Person 2 0.037 0.350 0.403 0.221 0.310 0.516 0.234 0.506 0.581 0.509
CS/Top1 0.142 0.179 0.289 0.235 0.107 0.191 0.195 0.306 0.255 0.433
CS/Top5 0.184 0.127 0.170 0.155 0.100 0.158 0.222 0.293 0.301 0.340

Table 3: Document ranking performance (MRR) for the single-feature and combination methods. 10-fold
cross-validation was used for grid search and RankSVM (SVM).

Collection title content tag time topic path type concept Uniform Grid SVM
Person 1 0.392 0.480 0.063 0.296 0.229 0.274 0.183 0.264 0.404 0.500 0.494
Person 2 0.334 0.564 0.268 0.372 0.184 0.137 0.092 0.187 0.512 0.592 0.478
CS/Top1 0.074 0.097 0.065 0.114 0.140 0.098 0.070 0.140 0.109 0.156 0.098
CS/Top5 0.081 0.138 0.05 0.114 0.151 0.132 0.062 0.129 0.139 0.150 0.133

comment was that the process of browsing was helpful in
suggesting good query words.

In summary, the analysis of user’s behavior shows that
users find associative browsing helpful for known-item find-
ing, and the use of concept layer makes the interaction more
effective.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we evaluated an associative browsing model

we proposed in the context of known-item finding. In rank-
ing suggestions for browsing, we showed that the value of
each association measure varies depending on the collection
and on the user behavior, and that the weighted combination
of individual features improves the quality of suggestions in
all cases. he game-based user study also suggests that the
model is useful for the known-item finding task, especially
when concepts are used in addition to documents.

As far as future work is concerned, we plan to evaluate
our model in a more realistic setting. Although we found
initial evidence that associative browsing is helpful for the
known-item finding task, a long-term study with actual users
could further verify our claims. For learning methods, we
are going to examine whether incorporating more features
and click data leads to better performance.
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